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August 9, 2012

To Whom It May Concern,

We had a palm tree that was planted to close to the house. With every passing storm it would bang
against the front gutters of the house and in time the gutter was bent and started to leak. In my mind I
needed to replace a three to five ft space. I did my homework with BBB and word of mouth to find the
best gutter companies in my area. The first company could not come out for a quote for two weeks. The
second was Any Time Gutter....that's when I met ARTHUR. Arthur said he would be out that day. THAT
DAY???? In today’s world, who comes out that day? Arthur Kaufman is President and owner of Any
Time Gutter. Arthur took the time to explain the good and bad of gutters and told me I could do it the
right way or the wrong way. (wrong meaning doing the repair in the style they had been done when first
installed) If I wanted it done the wrong way...he was not interested in the job. Wow, someone turning
down work because of ethics? Thank goodness I had gone on his website so I understood what he was
talking about and quickly realized this was not going to be a small job but a complete replacement of my
gutters. Not a small investment but once I met Arthur the decision was simple. I canceled the other
company appointment and went with Arthur.

Arthur is a character, he comes on strong but underneath he is a Prince of a man. He is just so darn
passionate about what he does. He believes in honesty and doing a good job...it’s that simple. The man
stands behind his work. Everything he said he would do...he did.

The crew showed up on time, worked hard, cleaned up every scrap and were amazing. These are men
that take pride in what they do. They loved it when I came out at the end of the day and looked at their
work. They were glad to show me (with huge smiles) what they had done, the pitch of the gutter and how
it all works together. In the process they found a leak in my roof. The next day he had his man repair it
and even repaired 60 cracked tiles and replaced 6. They can do it all!

If you’re bargain hunting and wanting to cut corners.....don't. Gutters really are an important part of your
home. Doing it right is worth the investment and Arthur is your man. The job he did is fantastic and
before this I would think you were crazy to say gutters are beautiful but my gutters are just
that...BEAUTIFUL! There is nothing that will go on with my roof that doesn't go through Arthur first. I
am one very loyal customer!

Thank you so very much Arthur,

Sue Gold


